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TODAY’S
BEACH HOUSE

Gorgeous
views, open
spaces and
built to last

HOW TO SAVE
FOR COLLEGE
(Yes, You Can!)
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looking good
and feeling great
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Jacqueline
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presented her
national program,
Calls 4 Justice,
at a UN Conference
on gender equality

Fairfield Teens Teach Us About Living Without Limits

COASTING
IN FAIRFIELD
BY JUDY OSTROW

This welcoming beach retreat is crafted with an unparalleled water
view, and built to rebuff the harsher realities of its shoreline site

This new home is constructed
to perform well in the coastal
environment and rugged enough to
withstand everyday living. Paneled
walls and coffered ceilings surround
the sitting, kitchen and dining areas,
which are arranged in an open plan.
Pocket glass French doors open
to a covered porch with motorized
retracting screens.

In the back of the house,
operating glass walls, an
inviting multiuse porch,
upper-level balconies
and an exterior ﬁreplace
reveal the importance of
the exterior and interior
environments.
BELOW: The entry foyer
unveils unexpected
details such as
the newel stair post
with illuminated
seaglass inserts.

W

ith more than a quarter century
spent designing homes along the New England
coast, architect Peter Cadoux specializes in
meeting the unique requirements that a place
by the sea demands. In this particular zone
of rarity and beauty, Cadoux must balance
the client’s program—capturing an owner’s
needs and wishes—with the very real rigors
of federal, state and local requirements for
building near the water. In the case of one
Fairfield parcel, which possessed boundaries
along the beach and included the banks of a
tidal creek nearby, water, weather and local
rules all became part of the equation.
“For my clients, the house and its site
were equally important,” says Cadoux. “They
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wanted a place for themselves, their family
and friends, where everyone could relax
and experience the remarkable beauty of
the location. Home and site, in their vision,
should be as one.”
Creating a structure with such seamlessness between interior and outside is not
just a matter of installing large windows
and glass-paneled doors for capturing
views. Design choices, and the materials
used to execute them, must factor in the
durability and ease of maintenance—along
with beauty—that clients require. In addition, they must have the weather- and
water-resistance standards that building
codes and regulations demand. It is here, at

STAIR TOWER: Inviting
natural light from all sides,
the stair tower is emphasized
with mahogany brackets and
varnished bead board soffi s.
SIDE TABLE: Interior and
exterior environments are
equally important in the design.
Here, a planned lawn area for
outdoor dining is a simple and
necessary consideration.
MASTER BEDROOM: With
dramatic views and luxuries,
the suite is also comfortably
tailored for efficien y.
MAIN STAIR: The stair is open
and provides natural light to
all floor levels. The driftwood
stained ceiling, mahogany stair
rails and painted wood trim
contribute to the nautical feel.
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A simple and elegant
way to remove clutter
with enhanced
design, this end table
is illuminated with a
ceiling hung fixtu e.

Adaptable to current and future
needs, the game room is also a fully
functioning office and a bedroom
suite with king-size Murphy bed
(behind a triptych print of a sea
turtle). “It’s always satisfying to
build a little surprise into our
designs,” says Cadoux.
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the intersection of multiple necessities for
aesthetics, functionality and sustainability
that Cadoux’s experience shows its strength.
“The central element of this design was
the clients’ wish to capture the magic of its
location,” says Cadoux. “So its floor plan and
openings begin with the idea that, when
one steps over the threshold, everything
about the natural beauty of the place comes
into view.” Outside and within, this beach
getaway has all of the appealing elements
that make traditional coastline cottages
the iconic structures they have come to
be: Shingle-style profile; plentiful openings
that frame beautiful vistas; and exceptionally
well-crafted built-ins and finishes. Finely
wrought interior details such as a front stair
newel post inlaid with sea glass that can
be illuminated at night, and an attic space
transformed into a children’s “secret place”
with nautical details and porthole windows,

make this family home the foundation of
summer traditions and happy memories.
At the same time, and invisibly, the structural integrity that will ensure that the house
fulfills its role for decades to come has been
skillfully assured. Cadoux’s many commissions for coastal projects keep him up to date
on frequent code and regulation changes as
a matter of course. The architect’s palette of
materials and systems, continually updated
to reflect the latest improvements, result in
a house that can stand up to the rigors of
coastal winds and weather, and is virtually
maintenance-free—appropriate qualities for
a home used for relaxation and recreation.
“Our houses use technology that is
traditional in look, but twenty-first century
in its ability to maintain its appearance and
integrity for a long time,” he says.
As Cadoux’s plans for his clients’ new home
began to take shape on the waterfront, the

In the attic-level bunk room, the
walls are all driftwood gray cedar.
Each bunk includes a round
portal window, chart light and
book storage. Then an arch-top
door leads to the outdoor deck.

wife of the couple started putting together
ideas for the interiors. Out on a browsing
expedition, she walked into White Birch
Studio and liked the look and feel of the shop.
“That was how we came to work together,”
says store owner and interior designer Susan
Anderson, whose retail showroom acts as a
three-dimensional portfolio of her style and
taste. “The clients wanted spaces that were
elegant and finished, but not particularly
‘decorated,’” she recalls. “The wife visualized
the type of interiors where the children could
run through the house in bathing suits.” Just
as beauty, strength and function combined in
creating the structure itself, the furnishings
had to possess the same qualifications. “She
didn’t want anything fragile.”
The resulting plan has a modern aesthetic
with a soft touch, providing informal comfort
to family and guests while enhancing each
space’s beautifully framed viewpoints toward
the water. Carefree is something of a watchword here. Anderson covered dining room
seating in marine vinyl, and a living room
coffee table, made from a dining table with
its legs shortened, invites barefoot loungers.
“The clients wanted this house to be fun
and functional; as lovely as it is, you can’t hurt
it,” she notes. Even the master suite, with
its white furnishings and panorama of the
Sound, floats like a cloud above the sea. F
ARCHITECT: Peter Cadoux Architects
35 Post Road West, Westport | 203-227-4304 |
cadouxaia.com
INTERIOR DESIGN: White Birch Studio
15 Myrtle Avenue, Westport |
203-557-9137 | whitebirchstudio.com
BUILDER: Moran Construction Management LLC
57 Main Street, Westport | 203-222-6020

Fall Feel

DECOR TO EASE A BEACH HOUSE FROM
VIBRANT SUMMER TO COOL AUTUMN

“When transitioning your beach house to fall, I like to bring in
warm tones and add earthy textures with accessories: pillows,
throws and accent furnishings,” notes Susan Anderson, owner of
White Birch Studio, who did the home’s interior design work. Add
rich texture, like this Gypsom Rose ($485) on petrifi
petriﬁed wood tray
($138), and the calm colors of in this beachy-hued pillow ($250).
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